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Local Hero

1988

cole walker a suicidal british intelligence officer is captured by a band of modern somali sea

pirates who enslave and exploit children as their soldiers walker strikes up a friendship with one

of the young boys and gains a reason to live now he must use his special skills to help save a

group of child hostages on the pirate s home base

Hero at Large

2002-08

students discuss sports heroes community heroes emigrant heroes and unsung heroes as they

deliver the message that we can all be heroes in this moving presentation a simple setting with

theatrical crates or boxes and a school clothes wardrobe will allow directors and students to

focus on the meaning of the play contains five original songs two energized raps and famous pop

hit the wind beneath my wings inspire the next generation of heroes with the hero in us all

Death Before Dying: An Action Thriller Movie Script About a Hero

Fighting Modern Day Pirates

2020-02

eric edson has developed a new tool for bringing depth and passion to any screenplay the 23

steps all great heroes must take it s an easy to understand paradigm that provides writers and

filmmakers the interconnecting powerful storytelling elements they need with true insight a master

teacher of screenwriting pinpoints the story structure reasons most new spec scripts don t sell

then uses scores of examples from popular hit movies to present step by step his revolutionary



hero goal sequences blueprint for writing blockbuster movies

Five Screenplays

1985

unlike such romanticized renegades as robin hood and jesse james there is another kind of

outlaw hero one who lives between the law and his own personal code in times of crisis when

the law proves inadequate the liminal outlaw negotiates between the social imperatives of the

community and his innate sense of right and wrong while society requires his services he

necessarily remains apart from it in self preservation the modern outlaw hero of film and

television is rooted in the knight errant whose violent exploits are tempered by his solitude and

devotion to a higher ideal in hollywood classics such as casablanca 1942 and shane 1953 and in

early series like the lone ranger 1949 1957 and have gun will travel 1957 1963 the outlaw hero

reconciles for audiences the conflicting impulses of individual freedom versus serving a larger

cause urban westerns like the dirty harry and death wish franchises as well as iconic action

figures like rambo and batman testify to his enduring popularity this book examines the liminal

hero s origins in medieval romance his survival in the mythology of the hollywood western and

his incarnations in the urban western and modern action film

The Hero in Us All

2011

game development is one of the most rewarding crafts of modern times not only is making

games a wonderful lifelong hobby but employment opportunities exist at many levels learn to

implement games with code guides you through the development process as you put together a

release ready game it is written in a friendly and conversational tone which is suitable for a wide

audience of aspiring game developers such as yourself you will gain practical hands on



experience with implementing game components using code gradually you will build a complete

game that you can be proud of after finishing this book you will be prepared to start making

games of your very own design

The Story Solution

2016-04-27

this volume focuses on the life and times of the star of the millennium amitabh bachchan and

goes on to describe his contemporaries such as shashi kapoor dharmendra and vinod khanna

and also the next generation of heroes including the khans govinda hrithik roshan and others

who have followed ashok raj is a research coordinator based in new delhi an alumnus of the

indian institute of technology new delhi he has served as a consultant to several national and

international organizations and ngos in various spheres such as science culture and the media

his significant work is a sixteen part series on cinema which was published in screen in 1988

Outlaw Heroes as Liminal Figures of Film and Television

2016-09-19

this is a script i wrote for a hindi film i am publishing it as a book to see the reaction of the

readers readers who aren t familiar with reading a film script may find it a bit difficult to connect

with but once you keep reading a few scenes you may get immersed in the story this is a fast

paced commercial screenplay but with lot of content and concern for the society the idea is

simple a politician cannot become an officer but an officer can become a politician mla or even a

chief minister there are a lot of instances in indian history where babus have become ministers

this is a pure work of fiction with all ingredients of a potboiler valor romance twists and turns all

are given in equal measure to make it a huge commercial hit the universality of the script makes

it makeable in any language i am in talks with a few producers in hindi and tamil if those who



read it find it interesting and want to produce it i m game for it it s a roller coaster ride enjoy

taking it

Learn to Implement Games with Code

2009-11-01

women and gender in chinese martial arts films of the new millennium by ya chen chen is an

excavation of underexposed gender issues focusing mainly on contradictory and troubled

feminism in the film narratives in the cinematic world of martial arts films one can easily find

representations of women of ancient china released from the constraints of patriarchal social

order to revel in a dreamlike space of their own they can develop themselves protect themselves

and even defeat or conquer men this world not only frees women from the convention of foot

binding but it also unbinds them in terms of education critical thinking talent ambition

opportunities to socialize with different men and the freedom or right to both choose their spouse

and decide their own fate chen calls this phenomenon chinese cinematic martial arts feminism

the liberation is never sustaining or complete however chen reveals the presence of a glass

ceiling marking the maximal exercise of feminism and women s rights which the patriarchal order

is willing to accept as such these films are not to be seen as celebrations of feminist liberation

but as enunciations of the patriarchal authority that suffuses chinese cinematic martial arts

feminism

Hero Vol.2

2020-08-31

the revolutionary personal development workbook that changes your life by changing your beliefs

about yourself and what you can dodo you feel like you could have everything you want if you d

just get out of your own way maybe you re constantly broke or broken hearted you keep getting



passed up for a promotion or you continue living in the same place you vowed to move from

years ago whatever the case is it may feel like time is passing you by while you make and break

the same promises to yourself over and over rewrite your life script provides easy to follow steps

to break the cycle of self sabotage and disappointment so that you can get what you want in life

motivational life coach jack ori draws from his personal experiences overcoming self defeating

behavior as well as his understanding of a vast variety of motivational techniques and exercises

to help you uncover and revise the limiting beliefs holding you back this inspiring workbook will

provide you with insight and tools to help you understand the beliefs about yourself that block

success reclaim your personal power and create the life you deserve you will discover and create

your personal action plan so you can move full speed ahead towards your goals the life you want

is within your reach let coach jack show you how to get it

Neta-The Leader

2012

this book provides a fresh perspective on world religions i describe some of the more obvious

religious traditions on the planet and note similarities and differences i am writing brief

descriptions as if i were a tour guide introducing a stranger to the history real and imagined of

five of the more obvious religions my wish is that even people who live in the cognitive box

created by one group will take a vacation fly outside of your container and enjoy an overview of

humans past present and future if you can go beyond beliefs faith claims arguments and the

narcissism that afflicts all of us then you ask does membership in any religious group bring us

closer to living in a peaceful constructive sustainable society from the preface any discussion of

religion invites misunderstanding and conflict humans have convened in small groups for

thousands of years to celebrate to appease evil spirits and to encourage good spirits to offer

more privileges and benefits humans continue to dress up in costumes beat drums chant sing

and dance and make offerings to innumerable gods these celebrations help to maintain group



unity and often induce euphoric feelings in the participants while there has always been an

archetypal form to these group activities each local group develops its own version of myths

rituals and celebrations the belief in spirits is the universal form the names number and

idiosyncratic expressions of the spirits is the local content if you consider religious expressions

around the world and throughout history you would notice that there a number of basic themes

with thousands of imaginative variations you also notice that in every tribe village or city people

believe they have special relationships with gods and spirits not enjoyed elsewhere no discussion

of religion will make sense until the importance of group identity is understood humans may

sometimes look like individuals but the truth is that all humans are members of local groups that

determine what they know how they communicate and how they treat other humans each local

group develops stories beliefs and rules collections of local groups with special beliefs into larger

organizations are often described as religion members of local groups are described as religious

if they recite group slogans attend meetings and celebrations religions often claim special

privileges for their members so that the term religious is used to claim advantages and superior

moral authority where none actually exists the tendency for selective even exclusive group

membership is deeply embedded in the human mind and shows up everywhere and at all times

the key elements of group identity are recognizable appearance enhanced by costumes common

language common beliefs and common behaviors especially ritualistic behaviors

Women in Chinese Martial Arts Films of the New Millennium

2013-06-08

learn how to use stories and visuals to make top notch presentations it s called cast content

audience story tell and it s been a quiet success until now developed over a twelve year period

as a presentation method to help enterprise architects it was adopted by microsoft enterprise

architecture teams and filtered from it managers to sales and beyond to major organizations

around the world now thanks to this unique book from an expert author team that includes two



microsoft presentation experts you can learn how to use this amazing process to create and

make high impact presentations in your own organization the book helps you build complete

visual stories step by step by using the cast method to first create a story map and from there a

compelling presentation it includes sample story maps templates practical success stories and

more you ll discover how to go beyond powerpoint slides to create presentations that influence

your peers and effect change explains the secrets of making presentations and effecting change

using cast to create story maps and from there high impact and visual presentations that tell a

story covers how to apply a range of techniques and what the results look like using screenshots

of presentations one page hand outs and basic delivery with whiteboards coauthored by

microsoft experts and a visual design guru who have years of experience training professionals in

these methods includes sample story maps templates practical success stories and more learn

how to sell your ideas and trigger change in your company with stories that move mountains

storytelling and visual design for persuasive presentations

Rewrite Your Life Script

2016-06-03

using examples from the lives of notable men and women in god s word respected pastor and

bible teacher dr tony evans helps children learn what it takes to be a hero for god s kingdom kids

love a good hero story but few know that real life heroes the people who god uses to accomplish

his purposes are simply men and women who trusted him and chose to do things his way dr

evans uses the stories of these seven bible heroes to teach children powerful lessons about

following and serving god abel giving god your best enoch walking with god noah activating your

faith abraham passing the test sarah believing the impossible moses making the right choice

rahab taking a risk kids will discover how god can use them to achieve amazing things for his

kingdom



Religion for the 21st Century

2012-10-02

how to write a screenplay is a book by steve zacharias who is best known for creating the

revenge of the nerds movies zacharias sold over 75 films and 25 movies and television shows

written by zacharias including the happy days partridge family and all in the family learn the

secret formula of how to write a winning screenplay from the man who has done it as good as

anyone in the world of comedy steve zacharias

Stories that Move Mountains

2022-10-04

suzanne evans finds commonalities between the many images of war mothers the canadian

silver cross mother the ancient jewish maccabean mother of seven martyred sons the mother of

a palestinian suicide bomber she compares the lore about mothers of martyrs in the judeo

christian muslim and sikh traditions with stories of world war i canadian mothers who were

depicted in the media as having sacrificed their sons for the sake of civilization justice freedom

and god after the war these mothers were honoured with the silver cross medal evans argues

that like the mothers of past martyrs the image of the war supportive mother in canada had a

powerful influence over public opinion and drew supporters to the cause

Kingdom Heroes for Kids

2014-08-01

casting is an essential component of any film or video project but the core skill set needed to

cast effectively is little understood casting revealed a guide for film directors is a straightforward



manual on the art and craft of casting here director hester schell offers her insider perspective on

casting workflows industry standards finding actors running auditions what to look for in a

performance contracts and making offers this new edition has been updated with fresh interviews

with casting directors full color head shots new information about online video submissions and a

companion website featuring forms contracts and sample scenes for auditions gain a fuller

understanding of the misunderstood art and craft of casting actors for film and video production

learn to find the right actors for any production run auditions interview actors effectively judge

performances and video submissions evaluate suitability for a role discover what it is you need

from an actor view headshots draft contracts make offers and navigate current industry standards

unions and procedures this new edition has been updated to include full color sample head shots

new content on online video submissions listings of casting wesbites film resources and film

commissions and a companion website featuring interviews with celebrated casting directors from

new york portland boston and austin necessary forms sign in sheets contracts and sample

scenes for auditions

How to Write a Screenplay

2007-02-09

the theme of death is an essential component of film narrative particularly in how it affects the

hero filmmakers from different cultures and backgrounds have developed distinct yet archetypal

perspectives on death and the protagonist s response focusing on western and japanese period

genre films the author examines the work of john ford 1894 1973 akira kurosawa 1910 1998 and

sergio leone 1929 1989 and finds similarities regarding death s impact on the hero s sense of

morality



Mothers of Heroes, Mothers of Martyrs

2016-10-04

a treasure trove of insider accounts of the movie business from its earliest beginnings to the

present day exceedingly savvy astute and entertaining variety the grove book of hollywood is a

richly entertaining anthology of anecdotes and reminiscences from the people who helped make

the city of angels the storied place we know today movie moguls embittered screenwriters

bemused outsiders such as p g wodehouse and evelyn waugh and others all have their say

organized chronologically the pieces form a history of hollywood as only generations of insiders

could tell it we encounter the first people to move to hollywood when it was a dusty village on the

outskirts of los angeles as well as the key players during the heyday of the studio system in the

1930s we hear from victims of the blacklist and from contemporary players in an industry

dominated by agents coming from a wide variety of sources the personal recollections range from

the affectionate to the scathing from the cynical to the grandiose here is john huston on his

drunken fistfight with errol flynn cecil b demille on the challenges of filming the ten

commandments frank capra on working for the great comedic producer mark sennett william

goldman on the strange behavior of hollywood executives in meetings and much more a masterly

magnificent anthology the grove book of hollywood is a must for anyone fascinated by hollywood

and the film industry literary review london

Casting Revealed

2018-08-23

milo s just another slacker in our world but on a parallel universe he s legendary superhero

captain valor when valor is accidentally transported to our world he moves in with milo but he

didn t travel alone his arch nemesis calignous is the alternate reality version of milo s girlfriend



stephie and there s an army of mutated penguins behind her the entire saga from eisner award

winning creators keith giffen and j m dematteis justice league international is fully collected for

the first time also including the tale of how captain valor s team was formed in the prelude series

planetary brigade one of comics greatest teams brings you the caped laughs once more

The Hero and the Grave

2007-12-01

this book explores a new character archetype that permeated soviet film during what became

known as the era of stagnation a stark period of loneliness disappointment and individual despair

this new type of character was neither negative nor positive but nevertheless systematically

undermined soviet norms of behaviour hairstyle dress lifestyle and perspective in stark contrast to

socialist realism s traditional positive hero who fought for soviet values and who vanquished the

enemies of socialism the book discusses a wide range of films from the period showing how the

new antiheroic archetype of stagnation resonated through a multitude of characters mostly male

and vividly reflected the realities of soviet life the book thereby provides great insight into the

lives outlook and psychology of citizens in the late soviet period

The Grove Book of Hollywood

2017-08-30

ask any 12 year old kid to describe a hero and you will get some of the following answers a

superstar athlete a soldier on the front lines or a guy in a cape who can jump over buildings most

of our heroes are related to human achievement and glory but the bible has a very different

concept the list of people who were great in god s eyes might shock you this devotional book is

about their stories the 90 devotions feature the qualities of bible characters that made them

heroic from moses to esther to jesus kids will learn more about how these bible people pleased



god they will know that qualities like courage worshiping god and being a true friend are heroic

actions the devotional features line drawings of the bible characters to further help youth identify

with and learn about the people in the bible

Hero Squared Omnibus

2021-05-30

the latest greatest volume in the popular uncle john s series flush with fun facts and figures and

plenty of trademark trivia the dedicated folks at the bathroom readers institute are back with

some fast acting long lasting relief for our legions of fans who have been suffering without a new

infusion of uncle john s trademark trivia and obscure facts that s right folks this is the book you

ve been waiting for number 18 in the bathroom reader series is flush with fun new factoids trivia

and all the usual useless and occasionally useful information our fans have come to expect ever

wonder what you can do with preparation h besides the obvious want to learn more about

celebrity jailbirds or whether dragons really exist then it s time to take the plunge

Soviet Films of the 1970s and Early 1980s

2014-03-21

elegantly written full of wit and charm this is travel writing at its very best orlando figes in the

summer of 1849 giuseppe garibaldi italy s legendary revolutionary hero fled rome and led 4 000

of his men hundreds of miles through umbria and tuscany then across the apennines italy s

mountainous spine toward the refuge of the venetian republic after thirty two exhausting days of

skirmishes and adventures only 250 survivors reached the adriatic coast this hair raising journey

is brought vividly to life by bestselling author tim parks who in the blazing summer of 2019

followed in garibaldi s footsteps a fascinating portrait of italy past and present the hero s way is a

celebration of determination creativity and desperate courage



Heroes of the Bible Devotional

2012-05-01

tamil cinema in the twenty first century explores the current state of tamil cinema one of india s

largest film industries since its inception a century ago tamil cinema has undergone major

transformations and today it stands as a foremost cultural institution that profoundly shapes tamil

culture and identity this book investigates the structural ideological and societal cleavages that

continue to be reproduced new ideas modes of representation and narratives that are being

created and the impact of new technologies on tamil cinema it advances a critical interdisciplinary

approach that challenges the narratives of tamil cinema to reveal the social forces at work

Uncle John's Fast-Acting, Long-Lasting Bathroom Reader

2021-06-03

understand social selling or fail will help you sell more of anything through social media inside

you ll to learn how to listen to your customer engage them with great stories and compel them to

buy in today s social network dominated marketplace garr larson founder of several national

retailers and america s social selling guru will help you seed feed and lead your way to social

selling success whether you need to sell more cups of coffee get a new business off the ground

or are trying to get ahead in your career understand social selling or fail will get you there

included in this edition is the exclusive review of the new facebook want button understand the

power of this amazing social selling tool that is about to revolutionize e commerce and you can

be first to learn how to profit from it



The Hero's Way

2020-12-29

in their heyday pulp westerns were one of america s most popular forms of entertainment often

selling for less than 50 cents the paperback books introduced generations to the exploits of billy

the kid and jesse james brought to life numerous villains usually named black something e g

black bart and black pete and created a west that existed only in the minds of several talented

writers it was only natural that filmmakers would look to the pulps for stories adapting many of

the works for the big screen and shaping the western film genre the adaptations of seven of the

pulps best writers ernest haycox luke short frank gruber norman a fox louis l amour marvin h

albert and clair huffaker are analyzed here insightful and humorous the work looks at how the

pulp novels and the movie adaptations reflected the times in which they were produced it

examines the cliches that became a part of the story the rescue of the heroine the gunfights the

evil banker or rancher ready to steal the land of the good law abiding citizens and the harlot with

a heart of gold a critical examination of how the books were interpreted or frequently

misinterpreted by filmmakers is included along with commentary on the actors and directors who

put the pulps on screen

Tamil Cinema in the Twenty-First Century

2012-12

as one of the most popular and versatile hong kong film stars chow yun fat has enjoyed

international success over the last four decades using chow s transnational and trans regional

star persona as a case study lin feng investigates stardom as an agent for mediating the

sociocultural construction of hong kong and chinese identities through the analysis of chow s on

and off screen star image the book recognises that a star s image is unstable and fragmented



across distinct historical junctures geographic borders and media platforms following chow s

career move from hong kong to hollywood and then to transnational chinese cinema chow yun

fat and territories of hong kong stardom highlights the complex redefinitions of local and global

traditional and modern and east and west that chow s image has undergone exploring the nature

of chinese and transnational stardom the east asian film industry and asian male stardom beyond

martial arts and action cinema

UNDERSTAND SOCIAL SELLING...OR FAIL

2005-03-24

this book is a discussion of 75 of the most popular films in america from 1921 through 1999 and

the changes that have taken place in how masculinity is portrayed in the movies over that period

of time traditionally in popular films men have met challenging tasks but what they accomplish

and how successful they are have been drastically changed since the early 1920s prior to world

war ii men were most often presented within the context of a family after the war men were

presented as concerned with issues beyond their immediate families and after 1970 they were

portrayed as being overwhelmed by their situations recently popular films have tended to focus

on the relationships between men this work documents these changes over eight decades using

the movies as vehicles to illustrate the major transformations

Shooting Scripts

2017-02-03

create an irresistible brand image and build an audience of loyal and engaged fans guerrilla film

marketing takes readers through each step of the film branding marketing and promotional

process tailored specifically to low budget independent films and filmmakers guerrilla film

marketing offers practical and immediately implementable advice for marketing considerations



across every stage of the film production process written by leading film industry professional

robert g barnwell guerrilla film marketing teaches readers how to master the fundamentals of

guerrilla branding marketing and promotion create an integrated marketing plan and calendar

based on realistic budgets and expectations develop internet and social media marketing

campaigns including engaging studio and film websites and powerful marketing centric imdb

listings assemble behind the scenes pictures videos and documentaries produce marketing

materials such as key art posters film teasers trailers and electronic press kits aka epks and

maximize the marketing impact of events such as test screenings premiers film festivals and

industry award ceremonies guerrilla film marketing is filled with dozens of step by step

instructions checklists tools a glossary templates and other resources a downloadable eresource

also includes a sample marketing plan and audit a test screening questionnaire and more

Chow Yun-fat and Territories of Hong Kong Stardom

2017-07-06

whether you have a stubbed toe or a stubborn case of the blues within these pages you ll find a

cure in the form of a novel or a combination of novels to help ease your pain you ll also find

advice on how to tackle common reading ailments such as what to do when you feel

overwhelmed by the number of books in the world or if you have a tendency to give up halfway

through when read at the right moment in your life a novel can quite literally change it and the

novel cure is a reminder of that power written with authority passion and wit here is a fresh

approach to finding new books to read and an enchanting way to revisit the books on your

shelves

Heroes, Antiheroes and Dolts

2018-07-11



bollyswar is a decade wise compendium of information about the music of hindi films volume 6

chronicles the hindi film music of the decade between 1981 and 1990 this volume catalogues

more than 1000 films and 7000 songs involving more than 1000 music directors lyricists and

singers an overview of the decade highlights the key artists of the decade music directors lyricists

and singers and discusses the emerging trends in hindi film music a yearly review provides

listings of the year s top artists and songs and describes the key milestones of the year in hindi

film music the bulk of the book provides the song listing of every hindi film album released in the

decade basic information about each film s cast and crew is provided and detailed music credits

are provided where available music credits go beyond information regarding music directors

lyricists and singers and include the names of assistants arrangers recordists etc where

applicable music related awards are listed interesting trivia is listed for most films this includes

information about artist debuts plagiarised or sampled songs controversies and stories behind the

making of the film and its music this book is primarily meant as a quick reference for people

looking for information related to a hindi film or a song but readers can also browse through the

book to get an overview of the events that shaped bollywood music in the decade given that

hindi films are a reflection of the indian society the reader can also glean insights about the

country s socio political and cultural environment from the book

Guerrilla Film Marketing

2014-08-01

this is a fantastic exploration about how you can shed years and actually grow younger it s an art

you can learn like picasso or warhol you design a life around meeting new people having fun

doing new things getting new impressions taste texture fragrance friends and lovers get it now



The Novel Cure

2020-04-14

ex sas soldier pete scholey tells the action packed stories of 20 of his sas colleagues from wwii

to iraq the sas has been at the forefront of armed conflict though most people wouldn t realise it

was even there universally acknowledged as the best special forces in the world every member

of the regiment is a hero in his own right however even amongst these remarkable soldiers there

are those who stand out sas heroes contains former sas soldier pete scholey s memories of 20

such warriors who are true heroes although many were never recognised as such during their

lives or even in death it is a collection of stories about soldiers who fought for their country with

no desire to be famous fêted or rewarded some of whom died in action a few received medals

and all earned the respect and admiration of their fellow soldiers

BollySwar: 1981 - 1990

2020-01-13

a memoir of the rise and fall of one female screenwriter s career during the golden age of

hollywood freddie maas s revealing memoir offers a unique perspective on the film industry and

hollywood culture in their early days and illuminates the plight of hollywood writers working within

the studio system an ambitious twenty three year old maas moved to hollywood and launched

her own writing career by drafting a screenplay of the bestselling novel the plastic age for it girl

clara bow with that script she landed a staff position at powerhouse mgm studios in the years to

come she worked with and befriended numerous actors and directors including norma shearer

joan crawford and eric von stroheim as well as such writers and producers as thomas mann and

louis b mayer as a professional screenwriter frederica quickly learned that scripts and story ideas

were frequently rewritten and that screen credit was regularly given to the wrong person studio



executives wanted well worn plots but it was the writer s job to develop the innovative situations

and scintillating dialogue that would bring to picture to life for over twenty years freddie and her

friends struggled to survive in this incredibly competitive environment through it all freddie

remained a passionate outspoken woman in an industry run by powerful men and her

provocative nonconformist ways brought her success failure wisdom and a wealth of stories

opinions and insight into a fascinating period in screen history praise for the shocking miss

pilgrim in this memorable tell all rise and fall memoir maas brings the gimlet hindsight of julia

phillips s you ll never eat lunch in this town again to early hollywood and the results are

thoroughly captivating publishers weekly a bittersweet extraordinarily detailed recollection of

maas s 30 year career in the motion picture industry chockablock with anecdotes and a blinding

amount of star wattage to boot salon com

GROW YOUNGER

2011-12-20

this second edition of the widely acclaimed film scriptwriting is a truly practical manual for the

working writer it provides all the clear step by step guidance you need to script both fact and

feature film and video from getting and developing ideas to the writing of master scene or

shooting script featured in this new edition are annotated excerpts from some of today s most

successful films selected to point up principles and techniques discussed interviews with working

film specialists reveal the things professional directors producers story editor and analysts look

for in appraising the scripts that come across their desks

SAS Heroes

1999-06-10

explore an insightful account of the reception of mesopotamia in modern cinema in reception of



mesopotamia on film dr maria de fátima rosa explores how the ancient mesopotamian civilization

was portrayed by the movie industry especially in america and italy and how it was used to

convey analogies between ancient and contemporary cultural and moral contexts spanning a

period that stretches from the beginning of the 20th century to the present day the book explores

how the assyrian and babylonian elites particularly kings queens and priestesses were perceived

and represented on screen by filmmakers a focus on the role played by ancient near eastern

women and on the polytheistic religion practiced in the land between the rivers will be provided

this book also offers an insightful interpretation of the bias message that most of these films

portray and how the mesopotamian past and antiquity brought to light and stimulated the debate

on emerging 20th century political and social issues the book also offers a thorough introduction

to the old testament paradigm and the romanticism of classical authors a comprehensive

exploration of the literary reception of the mesopotamian legacy and its staging practical

discussions of the rediscovery appropriation and visual reproduction of assyria and babylonia in

depth examinations of cinematic genres and cinematographic contexts perfect for students of the

history of antiquity and cinematographic history reception of mesopotamia on film is also an

invaluable resource for anyone with an interest in reception studies
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